
Assignment #3 Review Career Seminar  

Due:	 before Sep 24th  (ie latest Sep 23rd, 23:59) 

Turn in:	 Upload your assignment to 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1CzdwprHtTc3PVXtS3eWeEuNr2KkvIxOT?usp=sharing 

Name your file: LASTNAME_Firstname-A3-Review.pdf 

1. Choose a research paper (not a summary/review/survey article or a thought piece).  

	 (You may reuse the paper from assignment #2 or choose another.) 

2. Read the paper carefully. 

3. Fill in the review form: 

a.	 Rank the paper: 
	 [   ]  Overall rating	 (1=poor, 5=excellent) 
	 [   ]  Reviewer expertise 	 (1= no knowledge, 5=expert) 

b.	 Summarize the contribution to the field (1-2 sentences) 
	 	 (What do the authors say it is? Did they justify it in the paper?) 

c.	 Provide a detailed review (2-5 paragraphs) 
	 	 (Evaluate the key positive and negative points of  the paper) 

d.	 Indicate specific suggestions for improvement 
	 	 (Base this on the technology of  the time)  

e.	 Include the ACM-style paper reference, e.g.,  
	 Eric A. Bier, Maureen C. Stone, Ken Pier, William Buxton, and Tony D. DeRose. 1993. Toolglass and 

magic lenses: the see-through interface. In Proceedings of  the 20th annual conference on 
Computer graphics and interactive techniques (SIGGRAPH '93). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 
73-80. 

Remember: 
• Assume that the paper has not yet been published and that you do not know who the authors are. 

You cannot ask them to cite literature that has not been written yet or talk about the impact 
of  their work. 

• Do not simply summarize what the authors did. Provide a true critique. 
	 	 Consider: Is the topic important? Is the work appropriate and done well? Do the authors 

justify their claims? Is the paper written clearly?  

Share your work with colleagues follow the steps already described for your actual submission. 
But also share your best paper report so your colleagues can provide feedback on this url: https://
drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OWkkhHrr5QHLvpuBw6X1H9SXFHGB3Dyc?usp=sharing
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